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This is an excellent entry in the group of Phryne (rhymes with Brian he) Fisher mysteries.The
murder plot was intricate and twisty, and had lots of red herrings that result in other- but
interesting!.AUSTRALIA IS IN THE HOUSE. These mysteries, set in Melbourne, Australia in the
past due 1920s certainly are a delightful, frothy read. Kerry Greenwood delivers another great go
through with intrigue and pirates and a rescue.One warning - reading Phryne Fisher mysteries
may become an addiction.. That mystery substances itself when our intrepid woman sleuth
realizes that she is being tailed, resulting in several threats and assaults upon her person. In the
mean time, the mystery of Lin Chung's disappearance deepens, way more when evidence of
some dastardly skulduggery makes itself manifest to Phryne' dismay. This is just a delightful,
lighthearted, stylish mystery, featuring a wonderful main personality and a host of quirky
supporting ones. Fans of the Honorable Phryne Fisher will never be disappointed.This book has
a amount of mysteries to unravel, both professional and personal. I really like this series of cozy
mysteries. Much like all cozy mysteries, the characters, more so than the mysteries, keep the
readers returning for more Phryne will it again! always a good read Love this series; I love that!
Once again done well!.. and more shenanagins need to be handled, too.Meanwhile, her favorite
lover has been kidnapped simply by pirates, so naturally she's to do something..While doing so,
Phryne's lover, LIn Chung goes missing while on a silk buying foray in China.. On the latter you
can view my pretty lengthy review which gives some background to Phryne's existence.Dot is
needs to come into her own as a sleuth, and that is so excellent! I also enjoyed the glimpses of
Phryne's adopted daughters.Suggested, and could be considered a 1st book in the series,
although you'd miss a few of the indicating of the pirate subplot. In this one Dot really makes
her own, as well.Away with the Fairies is Publication 9 in Kerry Greenwood's entertaining series
about a female private vision occur the 1920's who also dares to end up being rich, promiscuous,
and solitary. The rescue of Lin Chung can be just a little stylized bout exciting. Drags Not as
good simply because others--- drags revelations.In this book Phryne faces two quite different
challenges, a poisoning of someone working for a women's magazine and the kidnapping by
pirates of her Chinese lover, Lin Chung throughout a silk-buying expedition to China.To solve
the first crime Phryne takes a work with a women's magazine, and investigates many complex
relationships between your staff that may impact on the poisoning. The killer of Miss Lavender
was not guessed through many twists and turns. She gets personally associated with Chinese
pirates who take over his ship and ransom her lover. Feeling that the killer may be near home,
Phrynegoes to function for the women's magazine that the deceased had proved helpful. Once
you examine one you would like to read all of them.WARNING: Several of the books (including
that one) have been converted to an (Australian) ABC Television series. Key character and story
alterations may change the way you think about this delectable group of books. To essentially
understand Phryne you should attempt to keep the characters in the books and the series
obviously separate in your thoughts. Book superior to televised series Delightful! Because
Phryne collects therefore many personas into her existence it is advisable to begin reading at
Publication 1 Cocaine Blues: Miss Fisher's Murder Mysteries or should you have a Kindle read
the bundle of the first 3 books Presenting the Honourable Phryne Fisher: Miss Fisher's Murder
Mysteries 1, 2 &Phryne gets associated with a series of mysterious assaults and warnings when
she attempts to get Ling Chung back. Phryne will it again! My hubby says that Phryne Fisher is
Nancy Drew/James Bond for grownup women. And that may be the appeal. Phryne can be
independent, astute, bold, and she wears beautiful clothes! Book 9: The Delectable and Divine
Detective - the Hon Phryne Fisher The Hon Phryne Fisher is a unique, beautiful, stylish, sexy and
bigger than existence heroine who romps through adventure after adventure in Melbourne in



1928 and 1929. She investigates the class that could not end up being forthcoming with Phryne,
and she will a wonderful job. The climax was a nail-biter, too. Three Stars Not the best of the
series but it works. Phryne Fisher Loved the idea of an independent, active woman having
adventures, not requesting permission from a guy or society. Mystery and mayhem on two
fronts The most intriguing of the Miss Fisher mysteries is both personal and professional action.
I actually was delighted with this installment of the Miss Fisher mysteries. There have been
actually several mysteries covered into this story. If you want adventure, this publication had
plenty of it. I am hoping to see more of Lin Chung in future books. Would recommend this series
to adult visitors who love a good mystery MISS FISHER WATCHED THE TV SERIES, AND
ENJOYED READING THE BOOKS ITS BASED ON Love this series; Two distinct threads in that
one, that interweave but do not come collectively. always a good read Another superb entry in
the Miss Fisher mysteries. Fast-paced and full of humor, this book discovers our delightful,
stylish, and brainy flapper on the hunt for the killer of an author and illustrator of fairy stories.
Once you're past the fairies then writing is fast paced and engaging. But Phryne and Lin Chung
are back together, secure and cozy, Phryne solves the murder, and all is well in Melbourne.
Fascinating fairies Fun with Phryne! Another worthy experience with Miss Fisher and her
friends! I just love just how Kerry Greenwood weaves two plots into one grand tale. Miss Fisher
thrills and excites the reader at every convert of the page.Phryne requires a job in a women's
magazine to be able to help solve the murder of one of its employees. Love this series! Love this
series! 3 (Phryne Fisher Mystery).
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